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Soumily has often given superhit performances in both television and cinema. She debuted in Bong, and sang for
the first time with her debut album Koshto Sukto (2018). The popular television actor will be seen in in the

upcoming Bengali film 'Teen Abar'. This female lead actress who debuted with Bong starrer "Vandana
Roychoudhury" will take the role of a submissive wife in the film. She will share screen space with Aaram

Bardhammar, Anurager Chhowa's lead actor Prarabdhi Singha. Lyrical drama from Raj Nidimoru and Krishna Vamsi
is a drama that is set in World War II, which stars Suriya and Brahmanandam as the lead roles. The film revolves
around the Japanese invasion of India and how Indian soldiers resist them. This has been produced by D. Imman

under his production house Impact Pictures . For making this film, the director of Lingaa Krishna Vamsi has played
the role of the director. Suriya has played the role of a journalist named Santhanam in this film. The cast includes
Vidyullekha Raman, Hariprasad, Delhi Ganesh, Ramya Krishnan, Allari Naresh, Preeti Desai, Suhasini Mulay, Chaya
Singh, Raghu Babu etc. Lingaa is a biographical drama directed by Krishna Vamsi, produced by Karthik Nambiar
and distributed by Zee Entertainment Enterprises. The film stars Suriya and Ramya Krishnan in the lead roles.

Ramya Krishnan also plays Suriya's mother in the film. Lingaa is a story of Linganna, a child from around the year
1921 born and raised by a priest (played by actor Karthik) who teaches him the lifestyle and culture of the

Lingayats.
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The Anurager Chhowa cast is composed of fantastic faces like
Debchandrima Singha Roy, Katiaya Banerjee, Gouri Elo, Ashish

Banerjee, and Babul Indukuri. It is a cracker of a show and it is a
absolute delight to watch. The show is aired on Star Jalsha from

17th April every day at 3.30 pm to 5.30 pm. The show is
entertaining and unforgettable. So, tune in to Star Jalsha if you want
to watch this entertaining show. Anurager Chhoya is an upcoming
Indian Telugu-language political drama television series on Star

Utsav channel. It stars Kishore Devaraj as Jai Singh (Bhavesh) and
Samarth Nag as Sandeep (Dinesh), in the lead. The series

premiered on 3 February, 2020 and concluded on 16 February
2020. Anurager Chhoya is an upcoming Telugu television soap

opera on Star Utsav channel.It Is a story of a beautiful girl's trust
where she gets a second chance to live her life. Hence,she decides
to remain her 2nd chance.This is the story of a beautiful girl about

to get married after being engaged for almost three years, her
marriage plans get delayed.how she overcomes the jealousy

created by her boyfriend and his men.on her way to defeating her
rival,she has to fight many obstacles.There is also a chemistry
between her and her boyfriend.If you remember dramas like

Akshara,SHABDO,JEEVA JAI SAGAN,JAIVANI,GURU DEVATAM,DIL
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DIL,SUNNY SUNNY,KABALI,LATKA ROOP SHEET and many more with
some similarities with Anurager Chhoya,then you are not alone.This

is the story of a beautiful girl's trust where she gets a second
chance to live her life. Hence,she decides to remain her 2nd

chance.This is the story of a beautiful girl about to get married after
being engaged for almost three years, her marriage plans get

delayed.how she overcomes the jealousy created by her boyfriend
and his men.on her way to defeating her rival,she has to fight many

obstacles.There is also a chemistry between her and her
boyfriend.If you remember dramas like Akshara,SHABDO,JEEVA JAI

SAGAN,JAIVANI,GURU DEVATAM,DIL DIL,SUNNY
SUNNY,KABALI,LATKA ROOP SHEET and many more with some

similarities with Anurager Chhoya,then you are not alone.All this
shows in the trailer of Anurager Chhoya Bengali Serial : (English

version). 5ec8ef588b
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